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	Teachers: Kristin Springer
	Time: 
	Course_Dates: January-May 2017
	This_Course_Number: 
	Course_Is_About: Learning to respectfully read, sing and perform as an ensemble a variety of musical works using proper technique, pitch, and stylistic elements. Instrumentation and Technology will be incorporated. 
	Course_Questions_Number: 
	Course_Questions: 1. How do you produce healthy singing using proper body alignment, breath  support, round vowels, resonance, enunciation and correct pitch?2. How do you sing with the correct dynamics, melody, harmonies, breaths, expressions, and cut-offs?3. How can you communicate the historical and cultural background of the musical works which we perform as an ensemble?4. In simple terms, what are the similarities and differences in the meanings of common terms used in the various fine arts; for instance: pattern, texture, harmony, form, and style?5. In simple terms, what are the similarities and differences of music fromdifferent time periods, including Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, Classical,Romantic, and Contemporary Eras?6. What are the behaviors for proper rehearsal that exhibit respect for oneself, classmates, teacher(s), and other creative artists?
	Misc_Title_Number: 
	Misc_Title: Course Standards
	Misc_: Rehearsal Etiquette and Process: 30%Students will be self-assessing their own rehearsal etiquette and techniques. A parent's signature is required on the weekend before the rubric is due. Students miss participation credit for lack of attendance; a summarized article (5 sentences per day  with attached article) can replace those points.Written Assignments: 10%Elected Project: 10%Students will either apply for a class job, elect to perform in an evening or weekend activity, or elect an independent poster/slide-show on a musical topic of his/her choice. See Rubric on-line or via handout.Quizzes and Tests (study on Google Classrm): 25%Research Paper or Concert Assembly: 25%Students will perform a song from memory, as a class, during school hours, and in concert attire. Attire consists of a black dress or white shirt with black pants. Black shoes. Details on-line. If a student cannot perform for any reason, a 3-page research paper on a classical or romantic era composer must be turned in on the day of the performance. With advance notice, class time and/or an extension for illness may be made available.See Rubric on-line or via handout.Extra Credit: Any additional Elected Project (above).
	This_Course: Music - Chorushttp://www.scjh.org/teacher_sites/mrs__springer
	Student: 
	Community_Principals_No: 
	Community_Principals: MusicalityRespectListeningOrganizationResponsibilityTeamwork
	Learning_Rituals_Number: 
	Learning_Rituals: Unit and Course Organizers, Frame/Concept/ComparisonRehearsal, Improvisation, Courage, and PerformanceA Balance of Supportive and Constructive FeedbackListening Skills, Self-Evaluation, CompositionIndependent Work, Curiosity, Research, CitationsMusicFirst Software and Google Classroom
	Performance_Options_No: 
	Performance_Options: Students may choose digital versions of written or display assignments. Students may also choose non-performance musical assignments (see page 1),
	Critical_Concepts_Number: 
	Critical_Concepts: Pitch vs. Rhythm, Melody vs. HarmonySupportive vs. Constructive FeedbackImprovisation vs. Rehearsed PerformancesAmerican Genres: Jazz, Blues, Country, Folk, RockOne Thousand Years of International Influences
	Units_Number: 
	Unit1: Unit 1Vocal Technique
	Unit2: Unit 2Vocal Pitches and Range
	Unit3: Unit 3Rhythm & Note Values
	Unit4: Unit 4Harmonic Singing & Progressions
	Unit5: Unit 5Lyrics & Vocabulary
	Unit6: Unit 6HistoricalEvents
	Unit7: Unit 7SocietalConsiderations
	Unit8: Unit 8PerformanceEtiquette
	Unit9: Unit 9PerformanceAppreciation
	Unit10: Unit 10Improvisation & Composition


